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I guess it’s finally official…I’m writing for Marvel Comics now!!! As
someone fairly well-known over at the “House of Ideas” would
say––Excelsior!
I’ve kind of kept hush-hush about all of this because I didn’t want to jinx
it, but I now see that it’s been officially released in a Newsarama article
(http://www.newsarama.com/heroes_philly07/Marvel/MCP.html) by MCP
(Marvel Comics Presents) editor John Barber. So, I fear the jinx no more
(well, maybe a little). Why fear this “jinx” at all you ask? Well, I have shot
my mouth off in the past about gigs at big companies only to be burned
and end up making half-assed explanations to people as to why things
didn’t work out. Trust me…it wasn’t my fault…some day I’m going to write
my memoirs on my dealings with certain publishers and editors in this biz.
Not yet, though…not yet!
Working for Marvel has always been a dream for me and I'm not shy to
admit it. I've been a rabid reader since I was 5 years old! I'm 39 now,
BTW. So, is this lifelong fanboy excited? You betcha. Am I worthy to tread
where legends like Lee, Kirby, Buscema, Claremont, Byrne and so many
more have blazed such memorable paths? Of course, I'm one helluva guy!
Talented as hell too! It's true so why feign any false modesty.
Anyways, I will be debuting as an official Marvel writer on their newest
incarnation of the MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS Anthology! I will be starting
in the debut #1 issue that's currently being solicited in the Diamond
Previews catalogue for September shipping! Go order your copies now
(multiples of course!)! I'll be one of the featured writers and my run is
going to encompass, at least, the first 12 issues, doing 8 page
installments. Now, in the Newsarama article John was reluctant to reveal
exactly what I’m writing or which character I’ll be writing about. He wasn’t
being coy! At the time of his interview we really didn’t have my story
nailed down yet. He hinted that there was a reason and said, “I know one
thing it’s not about, and in that lies a tale that we’ll all laugh about years
from now, after Rich is the wealthiest and most famous comic book writer
in the world, but now’s not really the time to go into that story.” That
story might also make my memoir! But as John said, we won’t talk about
that yet…not yet!
SO! What is the story I’m writing?! Who the hell am I writing about?! I
guess I can spill the beans now…at least I hope it’s okay. I am tackling the
very enigmatic and undefined new character Michael Pointer a.k.a. The
Guardian (formerly and briefly “The Collective”). Some of you may be
making that puzzled “WHO?!” face right now and I don’t blame you.
Pointer first appeared in the New Avengers in issue # 17 (I think) or #16
or somewhere around there. Brian Bendis created this poor bastard who
was involuntarily possessed by the entity(s) known now as “The
Collective,” and the very evil bastard known as Xorn! Michael Pointer
is––he did not previously know this but––a mutant with the ability to
absorb the powers of other mutants. In New Avengers he was used by
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absorb the powers of other mutants. In New Avengers he was used by
Xorn to absorb all the powers removed from thousands of former mutants
in the now famous “House Of M” storyline. So, Pointer had absorbed the
powers of thousands of mutants making him one very, very powerful dude.
Possessed by Xorn he obliterated Alpha Flight, killing all but Sasquatch
(maybe). Later, the New Avengers managed to purge Xorn (actually Xorn
did the purging really) and most of “The Collective” from Pointer’s body
leaving him confused and wracked with guilt over learning how he’d been
used and what he was made to do…even though it really wasn’t his fault.
It also left him with some “residual power” left over from The
Collective…apparently enough that he’s still pretty darned powerful.
So––and this is where it gets kind of hinky––Michael Pointer was forced to
join the new Alpha Flight, now called Omega Flight to redeem himself. He
is now the new “Guardian.” Project Omega has given him this newly
modified Guardian suit to better help him adapt to his newfound powers.
He didn’t want the gig…didn’t matter, he got it anyways.
This is where I come in. Pointer’s been thrust into the Marvel universe and
then thrust into Omega Flight rather abruptly and rather quickly. John and
I agreed that this character deserves to be defined a bit more. Give him
some room to breathe and let the Marvel readers get a better chance to
learn about this character and get to know him. Hell, he has to get to
know himself.
He had a very traumatic entrance into Marvel’s universe and my take is
that he’s going to have some serious trouble adjusting. In my outlines I’ve
been sending to John (and this very article) I keep finding myself referring
to Michael Pointer as the “poor bastard.” After reading my story about him
I think you might agree. It’s pretty powerful stuff.
Please give it a try and let me know what you think. Let Marvel know what
you think and send them your letters! Tell them just how lucky they are to
having a phenom like me to rub shoulders with!
As that same aforementioned “Fairly well-known” guy over at Marvel
would say…
‘NUFF SAID!
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